Abstract-In the midst of today's pervasive influence of social media content and activities, information credibility has increasingly become a major issue. Accordingly, identifying false information, e.g., rumors circulated in social media environments, attracts expanding research attention and growing interests. Many previous studies have exploited user-independent features for rumor detection. These prior investigations uniformly treat all users relevant to the propagation of a social media message as instances of a generic entity. Such a modeling approach usually adopts a homogeneous network to represent all users, the practice of which ignores the variety across an entire user population in a social media environment. Recognizing this limitation in modeling methodologies, this paper explores user-specific features in a social media environment for rumor detection. The new approach hypothesizes whether a user tending to spread a rumor message is dependent on specific attributes of the user in addition to content characteristics of the message itself. Under this hypothesis, the information propagation patterns of rumors versus those of credible messages in a social media environment are differentiable. To explore and exploit this hypothesis, we develop a new information propagation model based on a heterogeneous user representation and modeling approach. By applying the new approach, we are able to differentiate rumors from credible messages through observing distinctions in their respective propagation patterns in social media. The experimental results show that the new information propagation model based on heterogeneous user representation can effectively distinguish rumors from credible social media content. Our experimental findings further show that rumors are more likely to spread among certain user groups.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the rapid development of social media sites and social media networks, user-generated messages can easily reach a large audience. Such a potential for rapid and far-reaching information propagation in social media brings unprecedented challenges in information quality assurance and management. Most social media sites that care about information quality currently gauge information credibility and detect rumors manually. Such practice cannot efficiently and affordably scale up to handling a large volume of messages typically seen in a popular social media environment. This deficiency facilitates the undesirable spread of rumors to a large population at a fast pace, leading to elevated societal harm and potential damages. Consequently, automatic detection of rumors in social media is highly desirable and socially beneficial. According to Merriam-Webster [1] , a rumor is defined as "information or a story that is passed from person to person but has not been proven to be true," which may refer to a "talk or opinion widely disseminated with no discernible source" or "a statement or report current without known authority for its truth." In this paper, we borrow the definition for rumors from [2] , i.e., "a rumor is defined as a statement whose truth value is unverifiable or deliberately false," because of the wide agreement over such a definition among researchers in the computational rumor detection area as well as its practicality for guiding the design of computational algorithms for automatic rumor detection. This paper introduces a new method for detecting rumors circulated in social media through observing their propagation patterns as distinct from those of credible messages. We formulate the social media rumor detection task as a microblog classification problem by introducing an information propagation model built upon a heterogeneous user representation. The derived microblog classifier follows a hypothesis that rumors and credible messages tend to propagate in a social media environment following quantitatively differentiable patterns among a heterogeneous population of end users. By extracting userstatus-sensitive features from individual users' profiles, the new method estimates the retweeting probabilities of a message when it is a rumor versus a credible message respectively. Given this estimate, the method is able to classify a message as being a rumor or a truthful message by comparing the likelihood that the observed information propagation network of the message is generated by the proposed information propagation model under the rumor and credible message mode, respectively. Although many previous studies focused on Twitter, in this paper, we explore the popular Chinese social media site-Sina Weibo [3] -as the experimental social media environment due to three main reasons. The first reason is that Sina Weibo is the largest microblog service site and the most popular and influential social media site in China. Like Twitter, Sina Weibo is a social media site where users can set up their personal profiles and broadcast microblogs to the public. Those broadcast microblogs will appear in the timeline of a user's followers. As of today, it has 1.4 billion users registered under four user categories, including ordinary individuals, celebrities, enterprises, and government organizations. The number of active users on the site reaches 66 million. Over 125 million microblogs are posted daily. The second reason is because Sina Weibo users tend to share more personal information, such as their ages and education levels, than Twitter users. Being able to access such personally descriptive information is very beneficial for the proposed method. The third reason is because Sina Weibo offers an official rumor busting service, which is not provided by many of today's social media sites, including Twitter. This service gives us a reliable collection of rumors as ground-truth data in our study. The official rumor busting expert team of Sina Weibo assesses the information credibility of user-reported microblogs by referring to thirdparty credible information resources and optionally consulting with external domain experts. All detected rumors are posted in a dedicated area on the homepage of Sina Weibo. According to self-released data from Sina Weibo, at least two messages are announced as rumors every day. Those rumors usually had been retweeted thousands of times before they were detected. Such a high number of retweeting indicates that rumor spreading remains as a major problem in Sina Weibo despite the site's serious endeavor to combat social media rumors.
The main contribution of this paper lies in its proposal of a novel information propagation model for social media environments based on a heterogeneous user representation. The information propagation model is capable of characterizing information propagation patterns across different user subpopulations in a social media environment. A direct application of the model is to detect rumors from credible messages in a social media environment. We conducted comprehensive experiments using the Sina Weibo platform to explore the usefulness and advantages of applying the new information propagation model for rumor detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly discusses previous studies that are most related to this paper. Section III describes the proposed algorithmic method for rumor detection in a social media environment. Section IV reports the experimental results obtained using the proposed method for rumor detection. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Detecting rumors in social media environments has been richly studied and reported in [2] - [6] . For example, a variety of microblog classification methods have been attempted to derive features for rumor detection. Castillo et al. [7] in their comprehensive study summarized the following three main categories of such features: 1) message-based features, which focus on characterizing the content of a microblog;
2) user-based features, which consider attributes of site users; 3) propagation-based features, which consist of networkbased characteristics of a social media environment. Qazvinian et al. [2] proposed the following three categories of features for rumor detection: 1) content-based features, which characterize both lexical and part-of-speech patterns of a microblog; 2) network-based features, which are extracted from a user network consisting of both users who spread rumors and those who do not participate in rumor dissemination; 3) Twitter specific features, including Twitter hashtags and shared URLs. It is noted that traditional content-based features generally ignore the rich information of social media users involved in rumor spreading. As a complement, propagation or networkbased features are extracted from a rumor propagation network. Such a network consists of users who are directly involved in rumor propagation. To extract propagation-based features, rumor propagation models are used. To establish these propagation models, one key task is to estimate the probability of an arbitrary user to spread a rumor. Moreno et al. [8] modeled rumor propagation by treating a microblog propagation network as a homogeneous scalefree network. They assumed that the probability of a user to forward a microblog is affected by the number of the user's online friends who spread the microblog. Many propagationbased methods treat alike all users in a network as homogeneous instances of a common type of nodes. Their practice ignores any variance among a user population. In reality, however, even when two users have the same number of online friends, they may still respond differently to a rumor because of their personal abilities in discerning rumors. Xia and Huang [9] argued that a person would believe a rumor if the cumulative influence force from his or her online friends regarding the rumor is larger than the person's internal rumor resistance threshold. Their method observes only the number of followers to determine a user's rumor resistance threshold, while ignoring many other aspects of user differentiation. Suh et al. [10] found that besides content features, the numbers of followers and followees as well as the age of a user account all affect a user's likelihood to retweet a message. Their method considers the above user-specific features in rumor detection. We recognize that in reality, factors that affect rumor spreading are far richer than the aforementioned ones. To overcome the limitations of all existing methods in comprehensively modeling and leveraging user context for rumor detection, our new method utilizes a wider spectrum of userspecific features available in Sina Weibo when constructing its information propagation model. Our new method is also inspired by the work of Jin et al. [11] , which employed epidemiological models to characterize information cascades of both news and rumors in twitter for rumor detection. Their work reveals that information diffusion patterns for rumors and normal news are different. Learning from their discovery, our information propagation model captures content dissemination patterns in social media environments for rumors and credible messages through two dedicated modes.
Researchers have also explored the particular problem of rumor detection on Sina Weibo. Compared with Twitter, Sina Weibo offers fewer functions to protect user privacy and anonymity yet provides richer services to encourage versatile and open-minded information sharing among users. As a result, users on Sina Weibo generally share more personal information with peers than their counterparts on Twitter. Similar to our proposed method, many studies on Sina Weibo utilize the rich spectrum of user-specific information to classify rumors from credible messages. For example, Yang et al. [3] proposed two features, which are, respectively, based on the type of computing device, e.g., a mobile or PC, used for microblog posting and the geographical location where a microblog is posted for rumor detection. Sun et al. [12] classified rumors on Sina Weibo that relate to social events into four categories-purely fictitious rumors, time-sensitive event rumors, rumors due to fabricated details, and rumors engineered from mismatched text and pictures. Their work particularly explored the problem of picture misuse as a source of rumors. For interested readers, more studies regarding rumor propagation and detection on Sina Weibo are referred to in [13] - [16] .
A rich set of studies has been dedicated to investigating how information, such as ideas, opinions, and rumors, propagates through a large network [17] - [21] . Popular probabilistic models established for modeling such an information propagation process include the independent cascade (IC) model [22] , [23] , the linear threshold model [24] , [25] , and the voter model [26] , [27] . In this paper, we design our information propagation model for differentiating rumors from truthful messages propagated over a social network by extending the IC model because the scenario of microblog propagation in a social network satisfies all the following three key constraints assumed by the IC model [28] .
1) Each user must choose to forward or not forward a microblog after receiving the message. 2) Users make their choices sequentially with the ability to observe choices made by others earlier than him/her. 3) Users rely on some personal information to make their choices but without the possibility to observe other peoples personal information. In the classic IC model, a homogeneous information propagation probability is assumed for any pair of linked nodes in a network, while in our extended IC model, such an information propagation probability varies from person to person, depending on a set of personal properties of the sender of a message. Apparently, the assumption for the extended model can more realistically and powerfully capture the real situation of information propagation over a social network.
A preliminary version of this paper has been published in [29] . The main difference of this article in comparison with the prior publication is summarized as follows.
1) We extend the basic information propagation model proposed in the prior publication that only models the binary decision of a user in choosing whether to forward a microblog or not by additionally considering the timestamp of a microblog forwarding action if a user decides to do so. The design of the new model was inspired by the IC model suggested in [22] and [23] . Such additional consideration of the temporal dimension in a user's message propagation behavior leads to a more precise modeling of a message propagation process in a social network environment. 2) We extended the model proposed in the prior publication by involving a user clustering technique. We hypothesized that microblog propagation patterns vary among different user groups, and therefore, instances of the model, each for capturing a specific group of users, deserve different sets of configuration parameters. Our experimental results confirmed the above hypothesis and showed that the effectiveness of adopting the additional user clustering step in the proposed approach. 3) We conducted a series of new experiments that systematically and comprehensively explores the contribution by various components of the proposed method to its overall performance of rumor detection.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we approach the rumor detection task as a classification problem. That is, two classes of microblogs are considered-rumors and credible messages. We consider rumors as popular microblogs primarily conveying misinformation about an event or a fact. In contrast, credible messages are microblogs not carrying such information. Under this problem formulation, the task of rumor detection is reduced to constructing a classifier capable of reliably assigning an appropriate binary class label to any given microblog.
In the rest of this section, we first propose a novel information propagation model for the microblog platform of Sina Weibo, which is coupled with a heterogeneous user representation scheme. We subsequently tune free parameters of the propagation model through an expectation maximization (EM) procedure. Applying the information propagation model equipped with optimized parameters from the tuning process, we formularize the task of rumor detection on social networks as a microblog classification problem and tackle the problem through applying the proposed model. Table I shows the basic notations used in the rest of this paper.
A. Information Propagation Model
The proposed information propagation model is concerned with modeling the propagation process of a given microblog over a social network. The model design is inspired by the IC model suggested in [22] and [23] . We first define a social network as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes (also known as vertices) and E is a set of links (also known as directed edges). Each link in the graph is represented as an ordered pair of nodes (u, v) ∈ E. The sets of nodes and links of G are referred to as V (G) and E(G), respectively. Specifically for the social network of Sina Weibo, each node v ∈ V (G) represents a registered user, while each link (u, v) ∈ E(G) represents the microblog following relationship that the user v follows the user u. Under such a relationship, each time when u posts a microblog, v will be able to see the microblog when he or she visits his or her own homepage on Weibo without the need to check u's homepage. Due to the existence of this relationship, we also say that v is a follower of u and u is a followee of v. For each node v ∈ V (G), we define Out(v) as the set of followers of v, the set of which is denoted by Out(v) = {w|(v, w) ∈ E(G)}. Reversely, we define In(v) as the set of followees of v, the set of which is denoted by
Given a microblog that propagates over the social network G, for each user v ∈ V (G), we represent the timestamp of the moment when the user v forwarded the microblog in the social network as τ f (v). In our model, we assume that a user will forward a particular microblog only once. We also let τ r (v) be the timestamp for the moment when v received the microblog for the first time, which is also the moment when v's followee [u ∈ In(v)] first forwarded the microblog to v. If v has multiple followees and more than one of them forwarded the microblog to v, then τ r (v) would be the timestamp for the earliest moment when a followee of v forwarded the microblog to v. That is
In our model, we use T S 0 and T S T to, respectively, denote the first and the last timestamp for the propagation process of a particular microblog over a social media platform where the integer number x in the subscript of a timestamp notation T S x is the index number of the timestamp. In other words, T S 0 represents the moment when the concerned microblog first emerged over the social network and T S T corresponds to the moment when the microblog was last propagated over the network. If a user v never forwarded the microblog during the
We are aware of the possible temporal gap between the moment when v's followee forwarded the microblog to v and the moment when v actually read the microblog. The timestamp for the former moment is easy to acquire through observing the message propagation history of the concerned social media network, while the timestamp for the latter moment is hard to tell and measure. Assume that user v forwarded the microblog at the moment τ f (v), we know that the moment when v actually read the mircoblog must be no earlier than the moment when he/she receives the message, i.e., the moment of τ r (v). Such a moment should also be no later than the moment when the user chooses to forward the message, i.e., the moment of τ f (v) by assuming that a user would never consciously choose to forward a microblog without first reading or at least browsing its content. However, if v ever read a microblog but decided not to forward it, we would have no means to know the exact moment when v read the microblog as there is no record captured by the social media regarding the moment of the user reading action. To simplify our model design and to make the model more easily deployable, we introduce the following assumption that the moment when a user v first read a microblog is the moment of τ r (v), i.e., the earliest moment when v's followee first forwarded the message to v. In other words, we assume that a user will always read a microblog immediately upon receiving the message. We acknowledge the limitation of this assumption and would like to adopt more realistic assumptions in our future work extending the model design. Nevertheless, even with this simplified model assumption, we will demonstrate through comparative experimental results, which will be reported later in this paper, that the proposed new model can differentiate rumors from authentic messages propagated over the social network platform with statistically significant advantage over the state-of-the-art models.
Given a microblog that is propagated in a social net-
as the set of users who received the microblog at the timestamp T S t . Next, we define the information propagation process for the concerned microblog as
. , D(T S T )}, which is an ordered set of user sets D(T S t ). For each link (v, w) ∈ E(G)
, we define p v,w as the probability of an arbitrary microblog message propagated along the link (v, w). That is, if v receives a microblog, he/she will forward the message to w with a probability of p v,w . Clearly, we have 0 ≤ p v,w ≤ 1. We define the propagation probability vector
The number of elements in p is |E(G)|, which is equal to the number of links in the social network G.
For an arbitrary microblog circulating in a social network environment, we refer to the timestamp for the earliest moment when the microblog is first observed in the environment as T S 0 . We further construct an initial set of users D(T S 0 ), who initially introduce the concerned microblog to the social network environment at the timestamp of T S 0 . Users denoted by D(T S 0 ) may be the original authors of the message or reproducers or forwarders of the message. For the former case, usually the set of D(T S 0 ) contains only a single user since the chance for two users to compose two identical messages at the same time is very small; for the latter case, these users may copy and paste the message from outside the social network, e.g., forwarding from another popular social network or simply from the Internet. In either case, users included in D(T S 0 ) are considered as the source of the microblog message in the social network. In this proposed model, when a user v ∈ D(T S t ) receives the microblog at the timestamp T S t , the person has a single chance to forward the microblog to his or her followers [w ∈ Out(v)] at the immediately following moment, i.e., T S t +1 . As mentioned earlier, the person has a probability of p v,w to forward the microblog message. If v indeed forwards the microblog to w at the moment T S t +1 , w will receive the message at the timestamp T S t +1 right away, i.e., w ∈ D(T S t +1 ). Passing the moment of T S t +1 , v will not attempt to forward the microblog to his or her followers in any future timestamp, i.e., for all timestamps T S t +2 and forward. Intuitively, the above model assumption says that each user only has one moment to forward a message he/she receives; if the person chooses not to forward the message at the specific moment, the user will never want to forward the message in the future either. We introduce such an assumption based on both the classical settings in the IC model and our empirical observations about user behaviors on Sina Weibo. For the latter observation, we observe that typically a user either forwards a microblog immediately after reading the message or the person will not forward the message at all. Overall, the information propagation process for a microblog message terminates when there is no new user receiving the microblog. The last moment of the information propagation process is denoted with the timestamp of T S T .
B. Parameter Learning
In this section, we will introduce an EM procedure to learn the optimal set of parameters for the proposed information propagation model, i.e., θ = { p}, according to an observed set of microblog propagation processes.
We first define C(T S t ) as the set of users who had already received the microblog by the timestamp T S t , i.e., C(
, two types of random events happened. First, part of the users in D(T S t ) chose to forward the microblog to their followers, the decision and action of which resulted in that some users were newly added into D(T S t +1 ). Second, the rest of the users in D(T S t ) chose not to forward the microblog, the decision and action of which resulted in that some users were not newly added into
D(T S t +1 ). Had those users in D(T S t ) chosen to forward the microblog, they would have been added into D(T S t +1 ).
In the first case, for each user w ∈ D(T S t +1 ), we know that w received the microblog forwarded by at least one of his/her followees, i.e., v ∈ In(w) that satisfies v ∈ D(T S t ). Thus, the probability that a user w received the microblog at the timestamp T S t +1 at the observed D(T S t ) is calculated as follows:
In the second case, for each user v ∈ D(T S t ), if there exists a user w that satisfies w ∈ Out(v) \ C(T S t +1 ), we know that v must have chosen not to forward the microblog to w at the timestamp T S t +1 as otherwise w ∈ D(T S t +1 ), which implies that w ∈ C(T S t +1 ). The probability of such an event happening is equal to 1 − p v,w for a given pair of users of v and w.
Therefore, the likelihood for D(T S t ) to evolve into D(T S t +1 ) can be estimated as follows:
Then, the log-likelihood function for an observed information propagation session D[T S 0 , T S T ] when the information propagation model is configured with the parameter set of θ = { p} can be calculated as follows:
So far, we only discussed the scenario that only one given microblog is propagated through a social network. Next, we will consider the scenario when multiple microblogs are propagated over the network simultaneously or during an overlapping period. Let M be a set of independent microblogs, where each m ∈ M denotes one specific Based on the above notations, we can define
)|m ∈ M} as the set of information propagation processes for the set of microblogs M. We can then calculate the log-likelihood function for D M when the model is configured with the set of parameters of θ = { p} as follows: (4) and then substituting (4) into (5), we have
Then we can learn the best parameter set θ = { p} that maximizes L(θ ; D M ) by a standard EM approach. The best parameter set is set to bê
Given a microblog that is propagated in a social network G, we divide all users in G, i.e., V (G), into three groups as follows. The first group of users is Ignorants, each of whom never received the microblog. The second group of users is Spreaders, each of whom received the microblog and subsequently forwarded it to his or her followers. The third group of users is Stiflers, each of whom received the microblog but never forwarded it further. The three user groups are mutually exclusive and collectively cover the entire user population of V (G). The above three-user-group differentiation and naming scheme is inspired by the prior study on rumor propagation network [30] .
In the original IC model, the free parameter, i.e., the propagation probability is set to be a constant number, i.e., ∀(v, w) ∈ E(G), p v,w = p. However, such a model parameter configuration ignores the variety of the users and the network structure typically exhibited in a social network. In this paper, we extend the original IC model by substituting a heterogeneous user representation. More concretely, instead of setting p v,w to be a single constant for all users, we hypothesize that the value of p u,v varies depending on the following: 1) the nature of a microblog message, i.e., whether a message is a rumor or a credible one; 2) the nature of the user v, i.e., to which the aforementioned three user groups v belong to.
To consider the first factor, we introduce two modes in our social network information propagation model for rumors and credible messages, respectively; to consider the second factor, we establish a heterogeneous user representation that reflects individual users' group affiliation conditions for the processing of the proposed information propagation model.
C. Information Propagation Model for Credible Messages
To establish the information propagation model for credible messages, we consider two key factors that influence a user's willingness to forward a credible message after the message is received, namely, p v,w . The first factor is the user's general tendency to retweet a microblog. For a specific user, we select the following two features to estimate this factor.
1) x 1 : The number of microblogs forwarded by the user (originally composed by others) in the past three months. 2) x 2 : The number of microblogs forwarded by the user divided by the total number of microblogs he/she posted (including those originally composed by her/him) in the past three months. Such selection of features is based on both our empirical observations and the experimental finding in [10] , which points out that a user's past retweeting behaviors affect his or her present behaviors. In the selection process, the time window we examine spans over three months, which is of the same length as the one used in their study.
The second factor characterizes the influence of the user's followees on him/her. We include this factor based on the findings of [9] , which proves that people will believe the rumor if absolute value of cumulative influencing force of him/her about the rumor is equal to or greater than the threshold of him/her. We define the influence of followees to a user v as INF(v), which is abbreviated as x 3 , as follows:
Here, |Out(u)| is the number of u's followers, reflecting the absolute influence power of u. We assume that if v follows u who has a lot of followers, then u can be regarded as authoritative and has more influence power. In this case if u forward a microblog to v, then v is more likely to forward it compared with the case when u has fewer followers. |In(v)| is the number of v's followees, functioning as a normalization factor here. We assume that the influence of followees to v is affected by the number of v's followees. That is, if a user has more followees, the influence of each one of them is weakened because of the user's wider span of attention to all followees. We additionally assume that the influence of a user's friend, who has a mutual following relationship with the user, is higher than that of common followees. δ (u, v) measures the influence of friends in a social network, and
, and δ(u, v) = 1 otherwise. We use the log function in the above formula to smooth the influence value because the number of followers is usually exponentially distributed and the influence of a particular person usually 
where
The propagation probability vector in the credible message mode is denoted by p c .
D. Information Propagation Model for Rumor Messages
Besides the above general influence factors, we also assume that rumor propagation is conditioned on a user's ability to verify a message. That is, users who have a high level of verification capability, such as those who command a higher level of capability in independent thinking, a higher knowledge level, and/or education level, are much less likely to believe and spread rumors than those who do not possess the above qualifications. We characterize this influence factor through the following user-status-sensitive features listed in Table II. Next, we explain some features unfamiliar to Twitter users. Weibo level embodies a user's experience with Sina Weibo. It reflects how well the user uses the Sina Weibo. This variable is an integer whose value range is between 1 and 24. Active days refer to the days when a user conducts some activities on Weibo, including posting, retweeting, and replying a microblog. Credit score is related to a user's behaviors of tweeting and retweeting rumors, for which Sina Weibo has an official reporting mechanism. Users reported as spreading rumors or other problematic information will be penalized in their credit scores. Personal hashtags are used to describe a user's interests, such as "travel" or "movie." A user can pay to become a Weibo VIP member, who would then be served with more functions and permissions. Sina Weibo experts are users who hold expertise in a certain area and post a certain number of authoritative tweets. All the above user-status-sensitive features are available from a user's profile in Sina Weibo. For user-status-sensitive features listed in Table II , features f 1 -f 9 are integer variables, features f 10 -f 13 are binary variables, and the last two features-f 14 and f 15 -regarding job and personal descriptions are represented as bags of words. All the userstatus-sensitive features can be directly extracted from user's Weibo personal homepage. Fig. 1 shows the position of those features on the homepage.
We organize the aforementioned user-status-sensitive features as a feature vector x 1 . The final feature vector for in the rumor mode is denoted by x 2 = x 1 ∪ x 1 , which is the concatenation of the feature vectors, respectively, introduced in Sections III-C and III-D. Then we estimate the probability that a user v will forward a rumor message to one of his/her followers w after receiving, denoted by p r v,w by a logistic function with the parameter set θ = {β 2 , α}:
in which β 2 is another set of model parameters, whose dimensionality is higher than that of the feature vector of x 2 by one, i.e., 1 + 3 + 15 = 19. The propagation probability vector in the rumor mode is denoted by p r .
E. Parameter Learning for the Two Modes
We define X as the user feature vector for all the users in a given social network G. X v,i is the value of the i th userstatus-sensitive feature, i.e., f i (1 ≤ i ≤ 15) for a specific user v ∈ V (G). Given an observed social network G and the user feature vector X, we can calculate the propagation probability vector in credible message mode ( p c ) and rumor mode ( p r ), respectively, using (9) and (10) .
Given a set of microblogs denoted by M, let M c ⊆ M be a subset of credible messages and M r ⊆ M be a subset of rumors. Our model assumes that M = M c ∪ M r and M c ∩ M r = ∅. Accordingly, we denote the set of information propagation processes for the credible messages and rumors as D M c and D M r , respectively, which should also hold that
The proposed information propagation model is configured using the set of parameters of θ c = {α, β 1 } when it is applied to model the propagation processes of credible messages; the model is configured using the set of parameters of θ r = {α, β 2 } when modeling the propagation processes of rumors. Therefore, the total set of parameters for the proposed model is θ = θ c ∪ θ r = {α, β 1 , β 2 }. Given a social network G, a feature vector X, and a set of information propagation processes D M = D M c ∪ D M r , we can calculate the corresponding log-likelihood function with respect to θ as follows:
By adding a parameter X into (6) (6) into (11), we have
The parameter set θ can be learned using the following
F. Microblog Classification
Given a microblog that is propagated over a social network G, we first construct its propagation process D[T S 0 , T S T ] according to the message passing records exhibited over the social network. We can also derive the user feature vector X using the method discussed in Sections III-C and III-D. We then calculate the log-likelihood that the observed D[T S 0 , T S T ] was generated by the proposed information propagation model under the credible message mode and the rumor mode, respectively, using the optimally configured model parameters learned from the training data through (11) . We denote these two likelihoods
respectively, and derive their values using the following equations. We first add a parameter X into (4) and substitute θ as θ c and p v,w as p c v,w for the credible message mode to yield (14) . Similarly, we add a parameter X into (4) and substitute θ as θ r , p v,w as p r v,w for the rumor mode to yield (15)
Finally, we determine the microblog as a credible message if
, X) and as a rumor otherwise.
G. Extended Model With a Clustering Capability
Finally, we further extend our model by clustering users into multiple groups. Each resulting user group will be assigned a specific set of parameters for better model customization. We hypothesize that microblog propagation patterns vary among different user groups, and therefore, each model instance deserves a differentiated parameter configuration. By assigning different parameter sets θ = {α, β 1 , β 2 } in the propagation function for different user groups, we aim to enhance the accuracy of classification through developing a local learning model. Our implementation utilizes the EM clustering algorithm [31] . In the algorithm's training stage, we cluster all users appearing in the propagation pathway into k groups based on user-status-sensitive features listed in Table II. For each user group i , our method assigns the parameter set θ i for the group's corresponding propagation function for user-status-sensitive information. In the testing stage, given a microblog, we first identify for each user involved in the microblog's propagation pathway which user group the person falls into. Every user is then assigned the corresponding model parameter set-θ i . After that, the classification procedure mentioned in Section III-F is executed.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Data Collection
We collect rumors from Sina Weibo's official rumor busting account [32] . The collection results contain 400 rumor busting microblogs published in 2013 and 2014. Those microblogs are crawled directly from the timeline of the rumor busting account, which announces all confirmed rumorous microblogs following a temporal order. We download all such rumor microblogs as our ground-truth rumor data.
For the credible messages, we collect them from Weibo's official hot topic recommendation service [33] . The service publishes up-to-date microblogs about hot topics retweeted most frequently within the previous 12 months. All those microblogs must have been reviewed by Weibo's official censorship team to ensure that they do not contain any misinformation. We randomly selected 3600 credible messages published in 2013 and 2014 from this service and label them as "credible." According to the formal definition for rumors, the information from news recommendation and rumors busting website that has been recognized as bearing untruthful content, which could mislead people and potentially cause societal harms, qualifies as good examples of rumors according to the aforementioned rumor definition adopted in this paper. We thus use such information as ground-truth data in our experiments. Using Weibo's official rumor busting and topic recommendation service for ground-truth data collection, we can avoid any manual annotation efforts to gather ground-truth experimental data. The ground-truth data directly provided by the Weibo is in a higher quality than what we might be able to collect by ourselves since their annotations are considered more authoritative as systematically controlled by the social media site because rumors and credible news both have high impact on the health of the entire Weibo community. Table III reports some basic-level statistics of our experimental data. The total number of users reported in our analysis refers to all users who participated in the microblog propagation networks of at least one microblog examined in our experiments. This user population includes both spreaders and stiflers. Table IV shows some high-level statistics for propagation networks of individual microblogs.
B. Feature Extraction
For each microblog collected, we construct its propagation network by a web crawler developed in house. It is easy to identify the source user who composed the microblog and all users who retweeted the microblog, who are treated as spreaders in the propagation network. For the source user and each spreader, we collect all followers of the person who did not retweet the microblog. Those followers are considered stiflers in the propagation network since they encountered the microblog in their timeline but decided not to spread. After we collect all users in the social network environment who are relevant to the propagation process of a given microblog, we extract their personal information from each person's homepage on Sina Weibo using the APIs provided by the platform [34] - [36] . Readers of interest can obtain the source code, which is provided as a piece of online supplementary material that accompanies this paper, to download from Sina Weibo the entire experimental data used in this paper. Table V shows the distribution of user-status-sensitive features among two user groups, namely, rumor spreaders and stiflers. Not all features in Table II are required for Weibo users. Therefore, there can indeed be not-a-number (NAN) values. We clean the NAN values using the method of distributionbased imputation [37] , which replaces the NAN values of a feature using the expected mean of the feature. In our current implementation, we apply this NAN value removal step after estimating the value distribution of a given feature. Since the values of those features in Table II have different scales, we conducted a preprocessing procedure to balance the influence of different features on the proposed information propagation model. For each feature, the preprocessing procedure consists of three steps. First, we replace the NAN values with the expected mean of this feature. Second, we remove the outliers based on the observed distribution of that feature. If the likelihood of an observed feature value is less than 0.01 according to the corresponding observed distribution of that feature, we will treat this feature value as an outlier and then remove it. Finally, we divide each feature value by the maximum value exhibited by the feature to yield the normalized value of the feature. Through the above process, the value of each feature is normalized into the range of [0, 1].
To check whether continuous-valued features used in this paper, i.e., f 1 -f 9 listed in Table II , are normally distributed among our experimental data set, we conduct two widely used normality tests, including the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test [38] and Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) test [39] . In both tests, the null hypothesis used states that the concerned feature is normally distributed. The test results are reported in Table VI . For a given feature, a p-value less than 0.05 suggests the rejection of the null hypothesis, which indicates that such a feature is not normally distributed according to the corresponding normality test. The results in Table VI indicate that all continuous-valued features used in this paper are not normally distributed among our experimental data set.
For those features that carry categorical values, i.e., f 10 -f 13 listed in Table II , we conduct the index of qualitative variation (IQV) test [40] to measure the variability of each of those features. The IQV metric ranges from 0 to 1. For a given feature, if all the observed values fall into the same category, there is no variability of this feature, leading to its IQV being 0; if all the observed values are uniformly distributed across all categories, the feature reaches a maximum variability as represented by an IQV equal to 1. Table VII shows the results, according to which we can see that for features f 10 -f 13 , their levels of variability are notably above zero.
In our user-status-sensitive propagation model, we hypothesize whether a user who will spread a rumor is influenced by a series of user-status-sensitive features as listed in Table II. To test whether those features function as significant indicators on whether a user will spread a rumor or not, we conducted two kinds of independence tests to evaluate the usefulness of those features. We hypothesize that the distributions of those features differ among rumor spreaders and stiflers, which are the two user groups concerned in our hypothesis testing. For each user-status-sensitive feature, we formulate TABLE VI RESULTS OF K-S TESTS AND S-W TESTS a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis about the independence between the user-status-sensitive feature and whether the user is a rumor spreader or not as follows. H 0 : the value of the user-status-sensitive feature is independent of whether a user is a rumor spreader or not; H 1 : the value of the user-status-sensitive feature is dependent on whether the user is a rumor spreader or not. For features that carry continuous values, i.e., f 1 to f 9 , we use the independent sample t-test to examine whether each feature provides statistically discriminative power in differentiating rumor spreading users from nonspreading users. For features that have categorical values, i.e., f 10 to f 13 , we use Pearson's chi-squared test to examine if the observed distribution of a user-status-sensitive feature differs significantly for spreaders versus stiflers. For each feature, we report the p-value of its corresponding independence test in Table II . We use the 5% significance level threshold when performing all independence tests. All p-values computed turn out to be less than 0.05, which leads to the rejection of all null hypotheses and in turn shows a statistically meaningful difference between the values of each feature for rumor spreaders and rumor stiflers. Therefore, those user-status-sensitive features can thus be employed for predicting whether a user will spread a rumor or not with statistically meaningful discriminative power.
C. Results
For the propagation network-based features proposed in this paper, we train a classifier according to the description in We also explored a set of popular features frequently used in previous studies. Castillo et al. [7] in their Twitter information credibility study summarize three categories of features used to identify rumors, which are message-based, user-based, and propagation-based features. For each category of features, we construct a baseline method by training a SVM classifier. Our current implementation employs the LIBSVM package [41] and uses a radial basis function kernel. The parameters are set to be {C = 1000, γ = 0.04}, where C and γ are two parameters used for smoothing the decision surface and controlling the influence of individual training sample, respectively. The three baseline SVM classifier are referred to as "SVM-1," "SVM-2," and "SVM-3" in Table VIII . We also combine those three categories of features as a combined feature set, which is referred to as "SVM-C" in Table VIII . We then compare the proposed method with two peer methods for rumor detection on Sina Weibo, which are referred to as "Yang et al.'s" [3] and "Sun et al.'s " [12] , respectively. We also evaluate two versions of the proposed method. The reduced version does not include user clustering, while the full version does, which are referred to as "Proposed(R)" and "Proposed(F)," respectively. We use tenfold cross validation to evaluate the performance of each of these classifiers. We use the precision, recall, F-rate, and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the evaluation metrics. We compared the performance of these methods above and show their average precision, recall, F-rate, and AUC in Table VIII . Table VIII shows that the proposed method outperforms the SVM classifiers using the three categories of features and their combination, as well as the two peer methods. The full version of our method that utilizes user clustering yields better results than the reduced version. In the microblog data collection step, which was introduced in Section IV-A, we randomly selected 3600 credible messages. To test whether this randomization would incur biased experimental results, we repeat this randomization for 100 times and report the distribution of the performance of rumor detection in Fig. 2 . It shows that the distribution of the performance metrics are consistent with the average performance numbers shown in Table VIII . The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed user-status-sensitive information propagation model and the user clustering technique.
For the proposed method, we evaluate its performance under different sampling conditions. This evaluation is performed over the entire data set using both rumors and credible messages. Fig. 3(a) shows the performance of the proposed method when it models different numbers of user clusters as discussed in Section III-G. According to these experimental results, we observe that the proposed method yields its best performance when the number of user clusters is 4. These results confirm our hypothesis that a user's tendency to spread a rumor is indeed dependent on his or her personal status as represented by the user-status-sensitive features introduced in the proposed method. We further observe that the rumor spreading patterns in social media vary among different user clusters. For example, users in cluster 1 tend to have shorter experience using Sina Weibo and users in cluster 2 tend to have lower educational background. In contrast, users in cluster 3 and 4 have longer experience of using Weibo and higher educational background, respectively. Our experimental results show that rumors can be more easily spread among users in clusters 1 and 2 than among those in clusters 3 and 4. Our experimental results also show that rumors usually propagate quickly in Weibo. For our experimental data set, a rumor was retweeted for 513 times on average during its active propagation phase. The average time span for the active propagation of a rumor was 7.8 days. To examine whether the new method can identify a rumor shortly after its propagation, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method for rumor detection at various lapses after their initial emergence. At each lapse moment, we extract the message's propagation network from its initial emergence until the lapse moment. Fig. 3(b) shows that the proposed method yields a good classification performance for microblogs that emerge in a social media network for 4 days. According to Table IV, the average number of times for a rumor to be retweeted before its detection using the current manual approach is 3586.7 times. Fig. 3(c) shows that our method can effectively detect rumors when the original post was forwarded over 1000 times. The precision and recall are both above 0.7. Therefore, our method can effectively reduce the spreading period of rumors automatically. Fig. 3(d) shows the performance of the proposed method for detecting message streams carrying different ratios of rumors to total microblogs. In this experiment, we use additional credible messages beyond the 3600 ones included in the above experimental data set. The experimental results show that at different rumor mixture ratios, the new method can always reliably detect rumors from credible messages.
To clearly perceive the source of the improvement attained by the proposed approach in detecting rumors propagating in a social network environment, we additionally conducted a series of experiments that systematically and comprehensively explores the contribution by various components of the proposed method to its overall rumor detection performance.
1) The accuracy of rumor detection achieved by the proposed method in its initial step, i.e., T S 0 [see Fig. 4(a) ].
2) The accuracy of rumor detection achieved by the proposed method through examining the rumor propagation network for different durations of the message propagation process [see Fig. 4 (b) and (c)]. Here, we represent the full duration of the information propagation process
We then tested the performance of the algorithm using two different propagation durations, i.e., duration = T S/2 and duration = T S;
3) The accuracy of rumor detection achieved by the proposed method through supporting heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters of different users (see Fig. 5 ). In this experiment, the message propagation duration examined lasts for the full duration of
In Figs 
under the above three groups of experimental settings, respectively. Fig. 4(a) shows that the accuracy of rumor detection attained by the proposed method in its initial step is not superior to that of the other three peer methods. Fig. 4(b) and (c) shows that by examining the rumor propagation network with increasing message propagation durations, the rumor detection accuracy of the proposed method is significantly enhanced. However, the performance of peer methods is not improved as notably with increasing durations of message propagation observed. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in modeling the information propagation process in a social network environment, the modeling approach of which is introduced in Section III-A. Fig. 5 shows that the accuracy of the proposed method gets additionally boosted by supporting heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters of different users, which is introduced in Sections III-C and III-D, while the accuracy of the three peer methods remain the same since the latter methods are not sensitive to heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters of different users. This result confirms the effectiveness of introducing heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters of different users into the proposed method. Fig. 6 compares the accuracy of rumor detection attained by the proposed method when examining different durations of message propagation in the social network as well as with and without using heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters. In this comparative study, we conducted the rumor detection task under four experimental conditions, denoted by "C 1 "-"C 4 " respectively. "C 1 ," "C 2 ," and "C 3 ," respectively, represent the experimental condition when the durations of message propagation as observed by the algorithm are [T S 0 , T S 0 ], [T S 0 , T S 0 + T S/2], and [T S 0 , T S T ] while the heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters are not used. "C 4 " represents the experimental condition when the duration of message propagation observed by the algorithm is [T S 0 , T S T ] and heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters are used. According to this set of results, we can see that by examining the full message propagation duration, i.e., [T S 0 , T S T ], and using heterogeneous propagation distribution parameters, the proposed method yields its best performance.
We additionally performed a set of experiments to explore the usefulness of all features used by the proposed method for rumor detection. We first divided these features into educational and professional background. We then experimentally explored the usefulness of each group of features on attaining the accuracy of rumor detection by the proposed method. In the experiment, each time we removed a group of features from the whole feature set to test the impact of the group of features on the accuracy of the proposed model in detecting rumors. In this way, we can measure the influence of each group of features on the rumor detection performance of the proposed method and the relative salience of these features. The result is shown in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7 , we denoted the complete feature set as "C" and the reduced feature set after removing a certain group of features as "C-G 1 " to "C-G 5 ," respectively. Here, the notation "C-G i " represents the reduced set of features after removing from the complete feature set those features of the i th group, as listed in Table IX. The results show that all five groups of features contribute meaningfully to the rumor detection accuracy of the proposed method since when any group of features is removed, the accuracy of the method declines notably. According to the results reported in Fig. 7 , the features of the fourth and fifth groups contribute most notably to the overall performance of the proposed method because after the removal of either group of features, the methods performance declines most visibly.
To examine the influence of the time window used in the two features x 1 and x 2 , i.e., the number of microblogs forwarded by the user in a past period of time and the number of microblogs forwarded by the user divided by the total number of microblogs he/she posted, respectively, we conducted an additional experiment, the result of which is reported in Fig. 8 . The result shows that the performance of the proposed method initially increases when the time window expands its duration. After the duration of the time window reaches and exceeds three months, the performance stabilizes. This performance exploration result shows that the time window used in the current experiment setting is optimized.
In the Weibo platform, each microblog in our data set was labeled with a topic word by the user who initially posted it. There are 38 topic words set by the Weibo platform that cover many aspects of the content of the microblogs. Table X shows the top five topics that contains the most rumors, which are "social issue," "gossip," "politics," "health," and "history." We compare the performances of the proposed method and the three peer methods, i.e., SVM classifier with the combined feature sets, Yang et al.'s method [3] and Sun et al.'s method [12] , using the sampled data under those five topics, respectively. We boxplot the results of tenfold cross validation. Fig. 9 shows the results. We can find that the proposed method outperforms the three peer methods in terms of precision, recall, F-rate, and the AUC.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we propose a new information propagation model based on heterogeneous user presentation for differentiating rumors from credible messages in social media. We conducted a series of extensive experiments using the popular Chinese social media site Sina Weibo to explore the effectiveness of the new method. The experimental results confirm our hypothesis that propagation patterns of rumors and credible messages in social media indeed differ and are distinct from each other. Such a contrast is most significant when rumors and credible messages traverse among user groups commanding different literacy levels. To observe and leverage these distinctive information propagation patterns of rumors versus credible messages, the proposed method clusters users into multiple groups. Once the method represents the heterogeneity of users in a social network, it can quantitatively model the rumor spreading conditions across different user groups, who exhibit a varying level of susceptibility. Based on the captured distinction between information propagation patterns for rumors versus credible messages, the proposed method can successfully and reliably detect rumors in social media at their early stage of spreading. In principle, the proposed method can be generically applied to other social network platforms and social media sites similar to Sina Weibo, where user can post and forward messages. In particular, for sites like Facebook, which support detailed user profiles, the method would work more effectively than for other sites, like Twitter, where little personal information is available. In the future, we will explore the above potential of this paper for addressing the rumor detection problem on other social media sites.
